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Earth traveler sun-Chen Xiaobei! You're f * cking playing me! What happened to my wife? (30,000 

meters of green light) 

Chen Xiaobei-watch your attitude! I won't say the same thing a third time! 

Earth traveler sun thought,"f * ck ...(Forced to calm down) martial uncle Xiaobei!" I'm begging you! 

Don't joke about this kind of thing! My heart can't take it! 

Chen Xiaobei, I'm not joking! The place where I saw Deng Jie Yu was a brothel! Her contract master 

allowed her to control a rich second-generation heir by receiving guests and further develop her power 

in the human world! 

Earth traveler sun thought, f * ck! How could it be like this! This was completely different from what his 

master had said! (Panicking) 

Chen Xiaobei: What did ju liusun say? Was it related to Deng Jie's military liberation? 

Earth traveler sun thought, this is none of your business! 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Earth traveler sun-martial uncle Xiaobei! I can't reveal this! Otherwise, my wife and I will be in danger! 

Chen Xiaobei: " I was right! Deng Kunyu's reincarnation is a big conspiracy!  Of course, I won't force you 

if you don't say it. After all, you're just small fries who can't help themselves! 

Earth traveler sun-martial uncle Xiaobei! I want to ask you for a favor! 

Chen Xiaobei: " I know even if you don't tell me. You want me to save Deng junyu, right? " 

Earth traveler sun,"yes!" As long as you're willing to help, I'll owe you a huge favor! (Begging) 

Chen Xiaobei-you don't owe me anything! Now, I just happen to have something that I need your help 

with. As long as you help me, I will naturally help you! 

Earth traveler sun,"what's the matter?" Please speak! If it's within my ability, I'll definitely help you! 

Chen Xiaobei, I want the 'magic treasure fusion' that your Sifu left behind! 

Earth traveler sun thought,"I ... I'm afraid I can't!" Firstly, the "magic treasure fusion technique" is my 

master's unique secret technique, and has never been taught to outsiders! Secondly, the heavenly law 

forbade private red packets from being sent to the human world! I can't fulfill your request ... 

Chen Xiaobei, stop pretending! You're a direct disciple who's afraid of leaving behind a grandson! Even if 

you haven't completely learned the magic treasure fusion technique, you must have learned it before! 

You don't have to send a red packet, just send the content of the private chat directly! 

Earth traveler sun thought,"No... If I do this, I'll be betraying my master ..." 
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Chen Xiaobei: " you don't want to betray ju liusun. But don't you forget! Ju liusun has already betrayed 

you!  Ju liusun knew about Deng Jie Yu's current situation, but he didn't tell you at all! 

Earth traveler sun thought, this ... 

Chen Xiaobei-stop hesitating! Deng Jie Yu did not have much time! With her strength as a one-star 

earth-god, it was almost certain that she would die if she tried to control quos of the sea god merchant 

Association! Only I can help her complete her mission! 

Earth traveler sun: I promise you! I'll immediately send you the contents of the magic treasure fusion 

technique! Go and help my wife immediately! 

In the next few minutes, earth traveler sun took pictures of every page in the book and sent them to 

Chen Xiaobei! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly read through it and made sure that there was nothing missing! 

Chen Xiaobei did not doubt the authenticity of the information. 

Unless earth traveler sun wanted to turn into the Hulk, he would not dare to send fake content to Chen 

Xiaobei! 

Earth traveler sun-martial uncle Xiaobei! I've already fulfilled your request! Hurry up and help my wife! 

Chen Xiaobei: I've asked Tian Peng to protect her in the dark! Later, when quios comes looking for her 

again, I can help her complete her mission! 

[ earth traveler sun: then you must be quick! ] Please don't let anything happen to my wife! 

Chen Xiaobei: I'll bring you good news in three days! (Smile) 

After exiting the private chat, Chen Xiaobei did not waste a second and immediately entered the verdant 

Emperor divine gourd. 

Obviously, if he wanted to merge the somersault cloud and the Magpie bridge's spiritual shadow in a 

short time, he would have to use the sunlight cache's special ability! 

Including Shi tuqiang, there were still four people with sufficient lifespans. They were basically enough! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly called out to one of them and activated the sunlight cache! 

Meanwhile, Chen Xiaobei began to study the contents of the 'magic treasure fusion technique'! 

He had to admit that this secret skill was indeed very profound and obscure! 

It was even more difficult to combine two completely different magical equipment than to forge two 

brand new magical equipment! 

As the personal disciple of ju liusun, tu xingsun had been unable to completely master it over the 

countless years. One could imagine how difficult it was to understand this secret skill! 

Because of this, even in the heaven realm, few people could master this secret skill! 



Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei had the heart of a scholar. Learning was like a cheat, he could understand and 

master it as soon as he learned! As long as Chen Xiaobei had the contents of the secret skill, there was 

nothing he could not learn! 

Of course, in the past, Chen Xiaobei only needed a few hours to learn something. At most, he only 

needed half a day! 

But this time, it took Chen Xiaobei three days, three nights, and 72 hours to completely master the 

'magical treasure fusion'! 

It could be seen that this secret skill was truly difficult to learn! It was even harder to master it than to 

ascend to the heavens! 

It was a huge gain for Chen Xiaobei to be able to learn it this time. It would definitely be of great use in 

the future! 

…… 

With the sunlight cache, three days was equivalent to three minutes in the outside world. It did not 

affect Chen Xiaobei's plan at all! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth smelt, somersault cloud, Magpie bridge's spiritual 

shadow, and the seven-colored auspicious cloud that he got from the winter solstice festival! 

This time, not only did Chen Xiaobei want to merge the two magical treasures, he also wanted to 

upgrade the new magical treasure after the merging. This kind of operation could only be said to be the 

boldness of the skilled! Ordinary people simply couldn't do it! 

"Whoosh! Whoosh!" 

First, Chen Xiaobei placed the somersault cloud and the spiritual image of the Magpie bridge into the 

heaven and earth smelt! 

There was still a portion of the heaven and earth spiritual aura in the furnace that had not been 

consumed. It was just right to assist in the upgrade! 

"Bang ..." 

Then, Chen Xiaobei injected the witch Dragon Flame into it! 

After the latest upgrade, the witch Dragon heavenly flame had reached the level of a six-star earth-god, 

and the effect of refining weapons had been greatly improved! 

It was too easy to deal with the low level somersault cloud and the Magpie bridge spirit shadow! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei followed the secret method of the 'magical treasure fusion' and released 

hundreds of ethereal force! 

The ethereal force was as agile as Chen Xiaobei's hands. It entered the heaven and earth furnace and 

combined with the witch Dragon Flame, slowly fusing the two magical items together! 



The fusion process was equally difficult. Chen Xiaobei could not rest at all. He had to keep an eye on the 

furnace and use his ethereal force to adjust the details of the two magical items! 

The main point was that there could not be any mistakes in the entire process! 

Otherwise, not only would the two magical treasures not be able to merge, but they would also be 

directly burned by the intense witch Dragon heavenly flame and be completely destroyed! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had the scholar heart, which allowed him to master the contents of the secret 

technique! At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also had a strong state of mind, which gave him a strong 

sense of concentration and focus! 

Finally, after eighty-one days, Chen Xiaobei's face broke into a smile! 

"There's no mistake! A perfect fusion!" 
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"Chi ..." 

With a single thought from Chen Xiaobei, the heaven and earth smelt released a gentle seven-colored 

spiritual light. It was like a rainbow being washed away, like smoke and fog. It was very comfortable to 

look at. 

"Whoosh!" 

In the next moment, a Golden Shadow broke through the seven-colored spiritual light and shuttled 

through the space of the verdant Emperor's divine gourd at an extremely fast speed. 

The golden light was like a shuttle that left behind a series of dazzling afterimages in the air. It was like 

countless golden rainbows that dazzled the eyes. 

"Oh my God! What kind of magic treasure was that! The speed was simply too fast! Although he is not a 

five-star earth-god, he is definitely more powerful than a four-star earth-god!" 

"Heavens! Sect leader Chen could actually forge such a high-level magical treasure! It's simply too 

awesome!" 

"The most amazing thing is that it only took a few dozen minutes! It's unbelievable!" 

 Shi tuqiang and the heaven dominating faction elders all cried out in shock. 

As they said, the speed of the magical treasure was between that of a four-star earth-god and a five-star 

earth-god! It could be said to be a speed that was invincible among those of the same level! 

That's right! This was the upgraded version of the somersault cloud that had been enhanced by Chen 

Xiaobei! 

The somersault cloud itself was not a high level, but after fusing with the seven-colored auspicious cloud 

that he had snatched from the winter solstice festival, it was directly upgraded to the four-star earth-

god level! 
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At the same time, the remaining heaven and earth spiritual aura within the heaven and earth smelt was 

completely absorbed, causing the quality of the somersault cloud to rise. 

Although it had not been upgraded to a five-star earth-god, the speed of the upgraded somersault cloud 

could be said to be invincible among four-star earth-gods! 

"Come!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and beckoned with his finger. 

"Whoosh!" 

The somersault cloud was like a well-behaved spiritual beast, drawing a golden arc in the air and arriving 

in front of Chen Xiaobei in the blink of an eye! 

Chen Xiaobei reached out his hand and placed it on the somersault cloud. The spiritual communication 

was completed in an instant. 

 the result of the fusion is perfect. The Magpie bridge ability has been successfully integrated into the 

somersault cloud!  

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and smiled confidently, " "I've already won the next battle!" 

"Sect leader Chen! You're going to battle again?" 

Shi tuqiang carried the sunlight cache and ran over, his face full of smiles.  we have activated the special 

ability of this small box as you ordered. When can you let us go? " 

Chen Xiaobei put away the sunlight cache and smiled.  "If you want to leave, I can let you go now!" 

This time, he had used the sunlight cache for a very long time. These guys 'lifespans had basically been 

used up. 

There was no point in Chen Xiaobei keeping them alive, so he agreed to let them go. 

"That's great! That's great! We want to leave! We all want to leave ..." 

Shi tuqiang and the group of elders were nodding like chickens pecking at rice. After being locked up for 

so long, it would be strange if they didn't want to leave! 

"Come on! Go inside!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out an old aircraft that was used in Northern wilderness Starfield. 

 I'm in space now. I'll let you out later. Fly east and you'll be able to reach the Imperial planet!  Don't fly 

around, I won't be responsible if you die on the way!" 

 this ... We'll remember it ... Thank you for not killing us, faction leader Chen ...  

Shi tuqiang and the group of elders were stunned. They were a little afraid, but they wanted freedom 

more. They gritted their teeth and boarded the old aircraft. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei packed up his things and brought the flying device back to the Meru realm. 



"Xiaobei! You're finally out! Have you thought of a way? Will your plan succeed?" Luo puti quickly came 

forward and asked. 

Xiangyu, six-eared macaque, and Gao Xiaolan were also looking forward to it! 

Without a doubt, everyone's hope was now on Chen Xiaobei! 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " "Have my plans ever failed?" 

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief when they heard that. 

Everyone had complete trust in Chen Xiaobei. One word from Chen Xiaobei was like a calming pill to 

them, and they had nothing to worry about! 

"I'm going! I'll see you in three minutes!" 

Chen Xiaobei summoned the somersault cloud from his sleeve, stepped on the cloud and flew out of the 

Sumeru space! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei also released the old aircraft that Shi tuqiang and the others were on 

from the Meru space! 

This was because the Meru space was hidden in the cracks of the giant monster's bone armor! 

Therefore, the aircraft appeared right beside the giant monster! 

"What the f * ck! Where did you get the aircraft?" 

The giant monster was currently floating in the vacuum leisurely. When it suddenly realized that there 

was an aircraft beside it, it was also shocked! 

"Oh my God ... What kind of monster is this ..." 

At the same time, Shi tuqiang and the group of elders also suddenly discovered the giant monster. They 

were all so scared that their bodies trembled and they almost peed on the spot! 

Shi tuqiang and the elders were all from apocalypse Starfield. They had never been to the nine layers of 

the starry sea, let alone the most dangerous no man's land! 

"Chen Xiaobei! You said you would let us go, but now you're throwing us into the monster's mouth ... 

Chen Xiaobei! You're so cruel ..." 

Obviously, to Shi tuqiang and the group of elders, this terrifying giant monster was simply a nightmare. 

Even if they were all added up, they wouldn't be enough to fill the gaps between the giant monster's 

teeth! 

"Whoosh!" 

However, at this moment, a Golden Shadow suddenly rushed out from behind the aircraft. It was so fast 

that it was almost impossible to see with the naked eye! 

"Chen Xiaobei! That golden light is a magic treasure that he has just refined!" 



Shi tuqiang immediately screamed,"it's Chen Xiaobei!" He didn't harm us! He wants to fight this monster 

himself!" 

Hearing this, the group of elders also cried out in excitement, " "Chen Xiaobei is a man of his word! He 

said he wouldn't kill us, so he wouldn't kill us! Even though we were enemies in the past, from now on, 

we will not be enemies with Chen Xiaobei!" 

"Don't talk nonsense! Let's quickly escape to the East! We don't even know if Chen Xiaobei can win!" Shi 

tuqiang immediately started the aircraft. 

The group of elders nodded their heads vigorously and said,"yes, yes, yes!" Let's run! If Chen Xiaobei 

loses, we'll all be dead!" 

It was obvious that Shi tuqiang and the elders did not think Chen Xiaobei would win! 

Without a doubt, the giant monster did not take Chen Xiaobei seriously either. It snorted in beast 

language, " "Foolish humans! You're still alive, why don't you run away? Are you tired of living by coming 

to space to fight me?" 

"Cut the crap! You've already lost!" Chen Xiaobei did not change his expression and continued to run. 

"Swish!" 

Before he finished his words, a dazzling golden spiritual light suddenly burst out! 

It was as if a huge Golden Bridge had been built in the dark space! 
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"Hmph! Stupid humans! Do you think that you can catch up with my speed with your weak attack?" 

The giant monster's eyes were filled with disdain as it looked at the Golden Bridge. 

The monster was confident in its speed and did not take Chen Xiaobei's attack seriously. 

However! 

In the next moment, the giant monster didn't have time to Dodge and was directly hit on the tip of its 

nose by one end of the Golden Bridge! 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

The giant monster was dumbfounded. One second it was mocking Chen Xiaobei, and the next second it 

was slapped in the face. 

"I've already said that you've lost!" 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei had already stepped onto the other end of the Golden Bridge and was 

walking towards the tip of the monster's nose. 

"Defeated? It doesn't exist!" 
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The giant monster composed itself and suddenly twisted its body like a big fish in the water, trying to get 

rid of the Golden Bridge that was connected to the tip of its nose. 

However, no matter how it twisted, writhed, struggled, and even slapped with its front claws, the 

Golden Bridge did not move in the slightest. It was impossible to shake it off! 

The most amazing thing was that the entire time, Chen Xiaobei was able to maintain his balance on the 

bridge. He was able to walk on the bridge steadily, completely unaffected by the giant monster's 

struggling! Furthermore, it was completely unaffected by the space environment! 

That's right! 

This was the bridge of Magpies ability! 

In the past, the cowherd and the weaving Girl had to cross two planets to meet each other. 

Although this Magpie bridge special ability wasn't the true divine Magpie's spiritual bridge, its effects 

were basically the same. 

At the same time, the Magpie bridge's special ability merged with the somersault cloud. With the 

upgrade of the seven-colored auspicious cloud and the spiritual aura of heaven and earth, he could 

already be invincible among four-star earth-god level. 

It was precisely because of this that the Golden Bridge's speed overwhelmed the giant monster, and at 

the same time, its defense was able to withstand the giant monster's attacks. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, the giant monster had lost the battle! 

"Damned human! What have you done to me?! Move this damn golden light away from my nose! Move 

away ..." 

The giant monster struggled for a long time, but was unable to break free from the Golden Bridge's 

connection. It began to feel nervous and roared hysterically. 

Its roar released a series of terrifying infrasonic waves, and one could see with the naked eye that the 

Rings of vibrating sound waves were hurtling towards Chen Xiaobei at an extremely fast speed! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

However, the terrifying infrasonic waves were blocked by an invisible barrier three meters away from 

the Golden Bridge! 

A golden spiritual light appeared, causing the infrasonic waves to disappear without a trace like a clay ox 

entering the sea! 

Clearly, the bridge of Magpies 'ability's main effect was to connect, and its auxiliary effect was to resist 

the harsh external environment. 

The divine Magpie spiritual bridge where the cowherd and the weaving Girl met could withstand the 

most terrifying black holes, white holes, and dimensional storms in the universe! 

In comparison, the giant monster's infrasonic roar was simply too weak! 



Although Chen Xiaobei's Bridge of Magpies was not as powerful as the divine Magpie's spiritual bridge, it 

was more than enough to withstand the infrasonic waves of a four-star earth-god! 

"How could this be ... My sound wave attack is ineffective ... This is my last trump card ..." 

The giant monster was completely flustered, and his mental state was on the verge of collapse. His 

battle intent was even more intense."Human! I think this is a misunderstanding! I know I was wrong! I 

apologize to you! I beg you to let me go! I'm begging you ..." 

"No problem!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out a piece of high-grade heavenly dog biscuit and said, " "Open your mouth wide 

and eat this, then I'll let you go!" 

"What ... What is that? The monster was not stupid. It knew that Chen Xiaobei was not going to give it 

anything good! 

"It's fine if you don't want to eat!" 

With a thought, the four demonic swords flew out and hovered behind Chen Xiaobei. They glowed with 

spiritual light and released their spiritual energy. It was as if four demonic spirits had descended to the 

world. 

 these ... These are four five-star earth-god instruments?!  The giant monster's expression froze for a 

moment before its pupils involuntarily contracted. Its entire body began to tremble. 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, " "Either you eat my biscuits, or you choose one of these four Swords to 

send you on your way. The decision is yours! Dead or Alive, you tell me!" 

"This ..." 

The giant monster fell into complete despair. It couldn't run away, but it couldn't fight back either. After 

struggling for a moment, it could only compromise and say,"I'm willing to eat that thing ... At least I can 

live ..." He said. 

"Smart!" Chen Xiaobei chuckled and threw the high-grade heavenly dog biscuit at her. 

The monster was already a fish on the chopping board, waiting to be slaughtered by Chen Xiaobei. 

Naturally, it did not dare to play any tricks and obediently ate the high-grade heavenly dog food. 

Soon, the medicine took effect and the monster recognized Chen Xiaobei as its master, becoming Chen 

Xiaobei's loyal dog. 

"Whoosh!" 

Chen Xiaobei retracted the Golden Bridge, and the golden light condensed back into the somersault 

cloud, allowing Chen Xiaobei to step on it! 

With the Magpie bridge, Chen Xiaobei could stand on the somersault cloud and not be affected by the 

space environment. He could breathe and speak as he pleased, just like he was on land! 



After that, Chen Xiaobei rode a cloud to the top of the monster's head and ordered, " "I'm going to the 

bloodspring forest. Do You Know the Way?" 

"I know!" 

The giant monster nodded, but it was a little nervous.  but the bloodspring forest is extremely 

dangerous. Master, do you really want to go? " 

"Cut the crap! Let's go!" Chen Xiaobei ordered without changing his expression. 

"Yes, sir!" 

The giant monster was a hundred percent loyal. Even if it knew that it was in extreme danger, it would 

charge forward without hesitation if Chen Xiaobei asked it to. 

At a distance. 

Shi tuqiang and the group of elders were so shocked that they started to doubt their lives. 

"Heavens! I'm not hallucinating, right? Chen Xiaobei is controlling the monster!" 

"This is unbelievable! Chen Xiaobei is not a human ... He's a God ..." 

"Let's go home! From now on, we will leave heaven dominating faction and never become Chen 

Xiaobei's enemy!" 

……………… 

"Xiao Bo, is the blood-colored Nebula in front the location of the bloodspring forest?" Chen Xiaobei 

asked. 

That's right! Xiao Bo was the 300-meter long monster that could swallow an aircraft in one bite! It did 

not have a name, but its sound wave attack was very powerful. So, Chen Xiaobei named it Xiao Bo! 

"Right!" 

Xiao Bo replied,"we'll be able to enter the atmosphere of the bloodspring planet after passing through 

the blood-colored clouds!" The bloodspring forest covers half of the planet. You'll see it soon!" 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, "  you just said that the bloodspring forest is extremely dangerous. 

What exactly is there? " 

Xiaobo swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, " "I don't know what's inside either! This is because 

none of the companions I know ever come out alive after stepping into the bloodspring forest ..." 
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 it seems like this is really a dangerous place!  

Chen Xiaobei stared at the blood-red nebula and said, "  after entering the atmosphere, you will enter 

my ten thousand beasts ring. Your body is too big, and it will easily attract trouble!  

"Yes, sir ..." 
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Xiaobo frowned and said,'master, you must be extra careful! I know many magical beasts that are 

stronger than me, but they all lost their lives here! It's not a joke!" 

"I got it!" Chen Xiaobei nodded and returned to the Sumeru space. He told Luo puti and the others not 

to worry. 

…… 

Xiao Bo quickly passed through the blood-colored clouds and entered the planet's atmosphere. 

When Chen Xiaobei came out of the Meru space, he was shocked by the scene below.  "Heavens! What 

the hell is this place?" 

 it's so scary ... It's my first time here too ...  Xiao Bo swallowed his saliva, and his originally fierce eyes 

suddenly revealed a deep fear. 

He saw that on the land below, blood-red Rivers were flowing like human veins! The entire space was 

filled with an evil aura! 

Around these blood-colored rivers, there were mountains of white bones! 

These white bones had been exposed to the wind and the sun for countless years. Many of them had 

already been weathered and broken into stone-like pieces. 

However, there were still many white bones, and because they were quite hard, they weren't eroded by 

the wind at all. They were like giant trees that stood tall on this vast land. 

Who dared to think about it! 

The so-called bloodspring forest actually didn't have any plants! What truly formed the 'forest' were the 

White bones of these countless giant beasts! 

 it's too terrifying ... Countless magical beasts have died here, and there are also many terrifying giant 

beasts ...  

Xiao Bo said nervously,"master, look!" The 100-meter-long leg bone belonged to the 5-star earth-god 

Level demon beast, tendo mystical horse ... And the two mountain-like ribs belonged to the 6-star earth-

god Level demon beast, star Devourer beast ... They all died here ... Master! Let's just run ..." 

"Escape? It doesn't exist!" 

 I'm not sure!  Chen Xiaobei said, " so many demonic beasts have come here. This is enough to prove 

that we're not in the wrong place!  

"Just why do you insist on entering the bloodspring forest?" Xiao Bo asked. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and asked, " "Can you feel it? We're still high up in the sky, but the surroundings are 

already filled with dense spiritual energy!" 

"It really is!" 

 spirit energy? " Xiao Bo was stunned.  this planet's spirit energy is very rich. If there are no accidents, 

there must be a large spirit vein underground!  



"That's right! This is what I've been looking for!" Chen Xiaobei nodded and said calmly. 

Xiao Bo was stunned and quickly said, " "Master! You must calm down! A large-scale spirit vein was rare! 

However, as you can see, most of these magical beasts are here for the spirit vein. In the end, they all 

turned into white bones ..." 

"Alright, you don't have to persuade me!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei said, " I have to get this spiritual vein no matter what! Otherwise, it will fall into the 

hands of my enemies!  At that time, the enemy's strength will increase greatly, and I will only be in more 

danger!" 

 but ...  Xiao Bo was very worried and wanted to persuade him again. 

"No buts!" 

Chen Xiaobei then put Xiao Bo into his myriad Beast Ring.   Qin Wuxin is already on his way here. I don't 

have time to be overcautious. I have to act immediately!  

"Whoosh!" 

The somersault cloud flew out of his sleeve and carried Chen Xiaobei to the ground. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not land on the ground. Instead, he maintained a safe height and observed 

the environment below him, choosing the best position. 

 once the divine blood Bodhi tree takes root, it will absorb spiritual energy on its own. Therefore, I don't 

have to go deep underground to find the spiritual vein. I just have to find a spot on the surface where 

the spiritual energy is the densest and plant the seed. Then, it will grow on its own!  

Chen Xiaobei already had a plan in mind. 

Sowing seeds was actually not difficult. The biggest difficulty in this operation should be the hidden 

danger on this planet. 

Over the long years, countless magical beasts had died here, and not a single one had survived! Even if 

he used his toes to think, he knew how terrifying the hidden danger here was! 

"I found it! This is the place with the densest spiritual Qi!" 

Chen Xiaobei stopped flying and looked down at a special spot where the three blood-red beams met.   

of course, the place with the densest spiritual energy is the most dangerous place!  

Hovering in the air, Chen Xiaobei observed for a long time, but he did not find anything unusual. 

"Swish!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out the spiritual bursting flames King Sword. 

Chen Xiaobei did not inject any spiritual Qi into the sword. Instead, he used his ethereal force on the 

sword. 



Chen Xiaobei was already at the peak of God-Ascension cultivation. With his ethereal force, he could 

unleash 5.5 million combat power from the flame burst spiritual King Sword. 

After all, this wasn't a battle. It was just a test! 

"Boom ..." 

The next moment, the flame burst Spirit King Sword fell to the ground like a meteorite and hit the 

ground below. 

The tremendous force caused the ground to crack and countless white bones to fly. The entire space 

was filled with dust and the three blood rivers around them were even more turbulent. 

As expected of someone at the peak of God-Ascension cultivation. The power of one sword was enough 

to split the mountains and crack the earth, shaking the space! 

However, Chen Xiaobei's expression suddenly froze. A second ago, he was calm and relaxed, but now, he 

looked as if he was facing a powerful enemy! 

"Shit! I can't take back the bursting flames spiritual King Sword!" 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows, his eyes filled with anxiety. 

Chen Xiaobei did not inject any spiritual Qi into the sword just now, so he could not activate its five-star 

earth-god Power. He could only use his own ethereal force to trigger the explosion. 

However, the sword seemed to be caught by something. No matter how hard Chen Xiaobei tried to pull 

it back, he could not retrieve it. 

"There are enemies underground! And his strength is crushing mine without a doubt!" 

Chen Xiaobei's face was serious and his fighting spirit was burning.  "It's better for the enemy to show 

up! I still have a trump card. As long as I can defeat it, I can plant the tree without worry!" 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!" 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei took out the Furious Thunder King Sword, the Aqua fiend King Sword, 

and the dark gold fantasy King Sword! 

"Whoosh ..." 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei distributed another 3000 high-grade spiritual stones to the three 

demonic swords! 

This amount of spiritual Qi was enough for the three demonic swords to activate their power ten times 

in a row. It should be enough to deal with one battle! 

Kalala ... Kalala ... 

Then, a strange insect crawled out of the cracked ground! 



It was a hundred meters long and had a hundred feet under its belly! Its overall appearance was very 

similar to a centipede! However, its head was huge, and its mouth was filled with quivering fangs. It 

looked like a giant meat grinder! 

Its upper body was upright and it had eight claw-like claws. The spiritual bursting flames sword was 

caught by one of the claws and could not move! 

Ding Yingluo's cultivation base ... 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2325: Endless Wormholes 

[ ding Qianqian's cultivation level: five-star earth-god level, lifespan: [ year 23 046, physique: 5000000, 

combat power: 50 million! 

"That's strange! How could a mere five-star earth-god kill a six-star or seven-star demonic beast?" 

Chen Xiaobei's netherspirit battlescouter had revealed the strength of the strange insect, and this made 

him very confused. 

One had to know that this location was the place with the richest spiritual energy on the entire planet. 

For the strange insect to be able to live in this location, it was definitely the king of this planet! 

In other words, all the demonic beasts on this planet should have been killed by it! 

However, this strange insect only had the strength of a five-star earth-god, so how could it kill an enemy 

of a higher level? 

 could it be that it has some kind of extremely powerful special ability? " 

Chen Xiaobei activated the three demonic swords and said, " "Let me try it first, and see how much it 

weighs!" 

"BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!" 

In the next moment, a huge amount of spiritual energy was burned out, and the Dharma images of three 

great demon kings suddenly appeared on the three great demon swords. 

The three Dharma laksanas were 500 meters tall and had the power of a five-star earth-god! 

Although they were at the same level as the strange insect, they would definitely have the upper hand in 

a three-on-one situation! 

"Eh? This human actually had so many five-star earth-god instruments! This King has really 

underestimated him!" 

The strange insect squinted its eyes. It was slightly surprised, but it was not afraid at all. 

"Blood spring! An endless wormhole!" 

The strange insect roared and released a hundred streams of vital essence from its feet! 

The quintessential essence was like a sharp spear that rapidly pierced into the ground! 
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"Boom boom boom ..." 

In the next moment, the ground under the strange insect's feet began to shake violently. 

The three blood rivers that flowed through this area sped up at the same time. Under the control of the 

strange insect's vital essence, they created three huge vortexes! 

At first glance, these three vortexes were like three bottomless pits. The speed of their rotation was 

incomparably fast, as if they could suck in everything in the world! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

In the blink of an eye, countless blood-red Shadows flew out of the three huge vortexes! 

These extreme shadows were all formed from true Qi, and their appearance was similar to that strange 

insect! 

Each extreme shadow was only a meter long, but there were so many of them that it was shocking. A 

conservative estimate showed that tens of thousands of extreme shadows had flown out in an instant, 

and they were still continuing! 

Endless wormholes! As expected, he wasn't just saying it! 

"The Thunder is loud, but the rain is small! No matter how many insect silhouettes there are, they're just 

ants. It's impossible for them to resist the Dharma laksas of the three demon kings!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not pay much attention to the strange insect's attack. After all, with the three demonic 

swords in his hands, even if he could not win, he would not lose. 

However! What happened next was something that Chen Xiaobei had never expected! 

 whoosh, whoosh, whoosh ...  

In the middle of the insect shadows, countless true core strength appeared and connected all the insect 

shadows according to a certain pattern! 

In an instant, the originally chaotic worm shadows formed three wormhole arrays! 

"BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!" 

Before Chen Xiaobei could even react, the three formations had already clashed with the three demonic 

Kings! 

Just a second ago, Chen Xiaobei did not even care about the attack of the strange insect! 

In that second, the three Dharma images of the three demon kings were all devoured by tens of 

thousands of insects. In less than five seconds, they were completely annihilated! 

The result of the confrontation was decided in an instant! 

The power of the three wormholes crushed the three Dharma laksanas of the demon kings without a 

doubt! 

"Buzz buzz buzz ..." 



To Chen Xiaobei's surprise, after the blood-red light faded, tens of thousands of palm-sized insects 

appeared! 

"What the f * ck! So those tens of thousands of insect shadows weren't illusory images condensed from 

true essence, but small, strange insects with flesh and blood!" 

Chen Xiaobei gasped.   these small, strange insects are not weak. Together with the power of the insect 

King, the three battle formations they formed have reached the power of a six-star earth-god, which can 

crush my three demonic swords!  

"What's even more terrifying is that these small, strange insects are divided into three groups to form 

three formations, but their power is actually divided! If they were all gathered together to form a single 

array, it could probably reach the level of a seven-star earth-god!" 

Chen Xiaobei's heart tensed up at the thought. He felt an unprecedented sense of danger. 

Chen Xiaobei finally understood why so many powerful demonic beasts had died on this planet. Why 

were there only bones left of the dead magical beasts? 

That was because the strange insects were too powerful! 

He was so powerful that even Chen Xiaobei could not fight him! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei used his infinite sword formation, he would still be defeated! 

Furthermore, the spiritual bursting flames sword was still under the bug King's control. Chen Xiaobei did 

not even have the chance to get into formation! 

"Buzz buzz buzz ..." 

Chen Xiaobei had given up on fighting when he saw the swarm of insects coming for him. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei would not back down! 

If Chen Xiaobei took a step back, the rare large spiritual vein under his feet would fall into Qin Wuxin's 

hands! 

In Chen Xiaobei's eyes, Qin Wuxin was a thousand times more dangerous than these strange insects! 

No matter what, he could not give this spirit vein to Qin Wuxin! 

"The strange bug King!" 

Chen Xiaobei kept the three demonic swords and shouted in beast language, " "I want to make a deal 

with you! I don't know if you're interested!" 

Obviously, even if he could not defeat them by force, Chen Xiaobei could still outwit them! 

"Eh? This human can actually speak the language of beasts!" 

The strange bug King was surprised, but it seemed to be interested in Chen Xiaobei. 

The strange bug King waved its front claw, and the tens of thousands of small bugs stopped their attack. 

They flew more than ten meters above Chen Xiaobei's head, no longer coming any closer. 



"Little brat! What kind of deal do you want to make with this King?" The strange bug King asked with 

interest. 

 I have a magical talisman! It can transform into anything you want!  Chen Xiaobei said. As long as you 

let me go, I'll give this magic treasure to you!" 

"What? Transform into anything? Do you think this King is a three year old child?"  you're right!  the 

strange worm King said disdainfully.  I've lived my entire life and I've never heard of such a treasure!  

"I know you don't believe me! I can prove it to you!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out a normal prosperous monkey fur and pointed at the pile of bones beside him.  "I 

can turn these bones into upper-grade spirit stones!" 

"White bone spiritual stone? Do you think you're a god?" The strange bug King did not believe him at all.  

how dare you play with me?! You must be tired of living!  

The tens of thousands of bugs in the sky also sneered, " "This kid isn't an immortal! He's a lunatic! If 

white bones could really be turned into spiritual stones, he would have become the richest man in the 

world!" 

"Watch my seventy-two transformations!" 

Chen Xiaobei blew at the prosperous monkey fur. 

In the blink of an eye, the bones on the ground really turned into a mountain of spiritual stones, and all 

of them were big and full top grade spiritual stones! 

Everyone was shocked by the scene! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2326: Become A Fat Pig 

"Heavens! That pile of useless bones had really turned into high-grade spirit stones! I'm not dreaming 

right?" 

"If that's the case, then that kid's magic weapon can really change into anything he wants!" 

"Wouldn't that be great? I want to eat the meat of the nine-winged bird! Quickly change!" 

"I want to eat the Golden armored rhinoceros, transform! Change ..." 

"I want to ..." 

All of a sudden, the tens of thousands of small strange insects in the air burst into an uproar. 

Without a doubt, they were all bloodthirsty and greedy fierce insects, following the law of the jungle. 

Their instinctive need was to devour other magical beasts! 

"Shut up!" 

At this moment, the strange bug King roared, " "A bunch of brainless idiots! You actually plan to turn 

such a precious magic weapon into food? Have you gone crazy from hunger?" 
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As soon as he said that, the entire place fell silent. 

The bug King's might was extremely powerful, and it instantly intimidated all the small strange bugs. 

"Human! I'm willing to make this deal with you!" 

The strange bug King looked down at Chen Xiaobei and said, " "Hand over this magical treasure and I can 

let you Live!" 

"This is great!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and took out a strand of monkey fur.  "This magic weapon is too small. If it drops, 

you won't be able to find it. I'll walk over and hand it to you!" 

"Alright! You can send it over!" The strange bug King laughed coldly, his eyes filled with disdain."I don't 

think you can play any tricks!" 

"I only want to live, I don't want to play any tricks!" Chen Xiaobei chuckled and quickly walked over. 

When he was three meters away from the strange bug King, Chen Xiaobei stopped and said, "  I've 

already brought the spiritual treasure. Give me back my spiritual bursting flames sword and I'll leave 

immediately!  

"Ha, do you have the right to bargain with this King?" "Hand over the magical treasure immediately!" 

The strange bug King shouted in disdain. Stop your nonsense!" 

"Good! I'll give it to you! I hope you can keep your promise!" Chen Xiaobei opened his palm and 

revealed a strand of monkey hair. 

"Whoosh!" 

The strange bug King released a surge of vital essence and directly wrapped around the monkey hair! 

"Swish!" 

However, the strange bug King did not plan to let Chen Xiaobei go. It raised its claw and aimed at Chen 

Xiaobei's head! 

"You didn't keep your word!" "You said you'd let me live!" Chen Xiaobei said angrily. Yet you want to kill 

us all!" 

"Ha, what a joke! Do I need to keep my word with a little trash?" The strange bug King's face was full of 

disdain. He was a typical despicable and shameless person who went back on his words. 

Seeing this, the tens of thousands of small strange insects around them also laughed. 

"This kid is really too stupid! A creature that had stepped into the bloodspring forest! No one had ever 

left alive! How could he have survived?" 

"Our King is only toying with him! He actually took it seriously! You're so stupid that you can't be saved!" 

"That's right! A mere trash wanted to leave alive? You're just daydreaming!" 

"Go to hell! Stupid humans!" 



…… 

Even though he was surrounded by the screeching insects and the strange insect King's deadly attack, 

Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. In fact, he even had a devilish smile on his face. 

"Ling jiuxiao!" 

Just as the strange bug King's front claw was about to land, Chen Xiaobei activated witch Dragon's nine 

transformation and teleported away. 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

The strange bug King's attack missed, causing it to be shocked."This ... How is this possible? How could 

that kid be faster than me?" 

"Watch my seventy-two transformations!" 

Chen Xiaobei's voice rang out again while the strange worm King was still in shock. 

Ling jiuxiao's teleportation distance was not far, but Chen Xiaobei had managed to get within three 

meters of the strange worm King! 

After Chen Xiaobei teleported, he was standing right next to the strange bug King! 

"Phew ..." 

There was another strand of monkey hair in Chen Xiaobei's hand. He blew on it, and the hair 

immediately turned sentient and entered the strange worm King's body! 

Originally, if there was a certain distance between them, the strange bug King could have avoided the 

hair with its speed! 

However, Chen Xiaobei was standing right next to the strange bug King, so it could not avoid the hair! 

Chen grinned and said, " "Turn it into a big fat pig!" 

"You little brat!  what did you do to me...Hmm... Hehe ...  before the strange bug King could finish, it let 

out a pig-like sound. 

"Chi ... Chi ..." 

Immediately after, the strange bug King's huge body shrank rapidly, turning into a fat pig with a slow 

reaction! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei released his ethereal force and took back the monkey fur and spiritual 

bursting flames sword that the strange insect King had taken away! 

"What ... What ... What is going on? How did the king turn into a pig ..." 

Seeing this scene, all the small strange insects in the sky were dumbfounded. 

Never in their dreams would they have thought that their mighty and domineering King would actually 

turn into a stupid and fat pig! 



In an instant, the tens of thousands of strange insects 'worldview was forcibly refreshed a hundred 

times! A hundred times! 

"Hmph, Hmph, Hmph ..." 

The strange bug King was scared out of its wits and instantly admitted defeat."Young master! What have 

you done to me? Why did I become like this? I can't even use a bit of my cultivation ... What's going on?" 

"Heh, you're already a dead pig. Do I need to explain anything to you?" Chen Xiaobei raised his spiritual 

King Sword. 

"Spare me!  spare me ...  the strange bug King howled in pain and ran away. However, its body was too 

fat, and it fell after only two steps. It couldn't even get up. 

Seeing this scene, all the small strange insects in the sky were dumbfounded. They stood rooted to the 

ground like wooden chickens, unable to believe their eyes! 

"I asked you to spare my life, but you didn't keep your word and wanted to kill me! Now that I'm going 

to kill you, you're asking for it!" Chen Xiaobei glared at him, not going to show any mercy! 

"Swish!" 

His hand rose and his sword fell, instantly cutting down the fat pig head! 

"Chi ... Chi ..." 

A few seconds later, the pig head and body expanded rapidly again, turning back into the strange bug 

King's Head and body! 

Of course, the head and body had already been separated! 

Dark green body fluid gushed out like a fountain, and the hundred feet under its belly completely 

stiffened after kicking wildly for a while! 

A five-star earth-god level monster bug King was killed by Chen Xiaobei's sword! 

Who dared to think about it? A battle that should have put Chen Xiaobei at the edge of death had ended 

in such a way! It could only be described as magical! 

That's right! 

The key to Chen Xiaobei's victory in this battle was the Super prosperous monkey fur! 

Before the winter solstice festival, Chen Xiaobei had spent all his merit points under the guidance of the 

prime of Tongtian and exchanged them for two super prosperous monkey fur! 

The effect of the monkey fur was that it could turn any Enemy Below the level of a seven-star earth-god 

into anything! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei dared to stick close to the monster bug King! 

That was the reason why Chen Xiaobei had the chance to kill the monster King with one strike! 

"Mother! The king was dead! The king has been killed by that brat ... Let's run! Hurry up and run ..." 



With the death of the strange insect King, the rest of the strange insects became a pile of loose sand. 

They lost all will to fight and quickly returned to the Blood River around them. 

"You want to escape?" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "Get back here and help me plant the trees, or I'll exterminate your entire clan!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2327: Ending The Heavens With A Single Strike 

"Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang!" 

The four demonic swords hovered in the air and burst forth with spiritual light like four blazing Suns! 

After the four Swords gathered, they could reinforce each other and increase their power. They emitted 

an even more terrifying pressure than before, shrouding the entire space! 

Now that the king of strange insects was dead, the four demonic swords were invincible. If Chen Xiaobei 

wanted to, he could easily kill all the strange insects on the planet! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh ..." 

In the blink of an eye, the tens of thousands of small insects that had escaped into the blood River flew 

out again. 

Without a doubt, they were all afraid of Chen Xiaobei and would not dare to challenge his patience. 

After all, they had all seen Chen Xiaobei behead the strange bug King mercilessly. It was not a joke! 

"Young master ... Did you just say that you wanted us to help you plant the trees? What kind of tree? 

Where do you plant it?" 

The strange insects were all very nervous. They wanted to help Chen Xiaobei plant the tree so that they 

could get away from this fiend. 

"What I want to plant is a tree of God!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out the seed of the blood Bodhi from his infinite space ring. 

Just as he had guessed, this 'seed' was actually a drop of dark red blood! 

Legend had it that the blood Bodhi Divine Tree grew where the blood essence of the ancient blood Kirin 

dripped. The blood was the seed! 

"What? Plant a Divine Tree? How ... How is this possible?!" 

The strange insects did not believe Chen Xiaobei's words. After all, they had never seen or even heard of 

a God-tier item in their entire lives! 

"Di da!" 

Without explaining, Chen Xiaobei dropped the blood Kirin's blood essence on the ground. 
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At first, this drop of blood did not seem to be anything special. However, the moment it fell to the 

ground, a sudden change occurred! 

"Chi ... Chi ..." 

Waves of blood-red ripples spread out on the ground. At the center of the blood ripples, a terrifying 

spiritual fluctuation reached the nine Heavens and the nine netherworlds as if it was going to penetrate 

the heaven, earth, and human realms! 

 what a terrifying spiritual power ...  Chen Xiaobei gulped, his heart beating faster. 

"My God ... This, this, this ... What's going on?" The strange insects did not have Chen Xiaobei's state of 

mind. They were so frightened that they lay on the ground, trembling and not even daring to breathe. 

Whoosh ... Whoosh ... 

In the next moment, the spiritual Qi from all directions gathered rapidly and was absorbed into the 

center of the blood pattern like a whale sucking in water! 

At the same time, the spiritual Qi from the underground spiritual vein was also being rapidly drawn 

over! 

"I've succeeded!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up and said excitedly, " "My previous speculations were correct. With enough 

spirit Qi, the blood Kirin's blood can grow into a tree of God! Now, it's only a matter of time!" 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei could not just wait for the tree to grow. So, he took out the verdant Emperor's 

divine gourd. 

 in the past, when I used the verdant Emperor's divine gourd, it was just a small matter. This time, I'm 

finally going to unleash the true power of this divine artifact!  

Chen Xiaobei held the verdant Emperor's divine gourd in one hand and summoned the somersault cloud 

in the other. 

He stepped on the clouds and ascended to the sky! 

In the sky, Chen Xiaobei opened the verdant Emperor's divine gourd and said, " "The cyan Emperor's 

technique! 3,000 Jie! One banner to subdue the heavens!" 

"Whoosh ..." 

The next moment, a spiritual wave that was thousands of times more terrifying than the blood Kirin's 

blood essence burst out of the verdant Emperor's divine gourd! The flying current descended nine 

thousand feet! It covered the entire planet! 

Who dared to think about it! 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei had absorbed the entire planet into the verdant Emperor's divine 

gourd! 



Chen Xiaobei was standing on the clouds with the verdant Emperor's divine gourd in his hand. He looked 

like a god who could destroy an entire planet with a snap of his fingers! 

That's right! This was the true power of the verdant Emperor's divine gourd! The strength of a divine 

artifact! 

In fact, bloodspring planet was only a small planet. If Chen Xiaobei wanted to, he could take another 

100! 

Even if it was a large planet, the verdant Emperor's divine gourd could store nine of them! 

 as expected of mother Nuwa's divine artifact. It's simply too heaven-defying!  

 wait!  Chen Xiaobei was ecstatic.  when that idiot Qin Wuxin gets here after traveling trillions of miles 

and finds out that this planet is not here, I wonder what he'll look like!  He might even fall out with Shen 

Gongbao! Hahaha ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was killing three birds with one stone by taking away the planet! 

First, moving the entire planet would mean moving the entire spiritual Vein Away. Chen Xiaobei could 

then leave this place and do other things! 

Second, there was no danger in the verdant Emperor's divine gourd, and it could ensure the safe growth 

of the divine Tree! 

Third, Qin Wuxin's trip would be in vain. He would definitely have a conflict with Shen gongpao, and 

their plan to deal with Chen Xiaobei would be affected! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei would benefit, suppress his enemies, and at the same time, buy himself more 

time! 

One arrow, three birds! It was simply too straightforward! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and released Xiaobo.   send me back to the vicinity of the Imperial 

planet. I have other things to do!  

"Yes, sir!" Xiao Bo received the order and immediately set off. 

Chen Xiaobei took the verdant Emperor's divine gourd and returned to the Meru realm. 

Luo puti, Xiangyu, six-eared macaque, and Gao Xiaolan were all waiting for Chen Xiaobei anxiously. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had returned in triumph, they were all relieved and happy. 

After some small talk, Chen Xiaobei entered the verdant Emperor's divine gourd. 

The planet of bloodspring was suspended in the middle of the verdant Emperor's divine gourd. Chen 

Xiaobei stepped on the somersault cloud and flew over! 

Compared to this huge space, Chen Xiaobei felt as small as a speck of dust! 

Once he was back on the planet, Chen Xiaobei returned to where the tree of God was! 



The tens of thousands of strange insects were still trembling on the ground. They were clearly scared 

out of their wits, and even their mental states had collapsed. They were submitting to the terrifying 

spiritual pressure from the bottom of their hearts! 

In fact, if the verdant Emperor's divine gourd wanted to take in a planet, it would only succeed if all the 

living beings on the planet had consciousness and did not resist! 

It was because there were no other living things on the planet, and the insects were too scared to resist, 

that Chen Xiaobei could easily take the entire planet! 

If it was any other planet, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to collect it as he wished! 

"Don't lie down! It's time for you to contribute!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out the sunlight cache from his infinite space ring and said, "  come over here and 

take turns activating the ability of this treasure box. Activate each insect for ten minutes, and then the 

next insect will continue!  

Without a doubt, the growth of the tree of God was an extremely long process! 

And the sunlight cache could effectively shorten this process! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2328: Three Divine Items 

Don't underestimate these small strange insects. Although their strength was far from the strange insect 

King, they had all reached the sky origin stage and lived for about a thousand years. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had each of them activate the sunlight cache for ten minutes. 

Activating the sunlight cache would consume 100 years of their life span per minute. 10 minutes was 

just enough to use up most of their life span without killing them. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had the absolute power to kill all the strange insects, but he did not want to kill 

them for nothing. By punishing them like this, it could be considered as an eye for an eye, to end their 

karma and to fulfill their retribution. 

"Chi ..." 

The little strange insects did not dare to resist. They followed Chen Xiaobei's instructions and took turns 

to activate the sunlight cache. 

He activated the sunlight cache for ten minutes. Under the effects of the sunlight cache, the blood 

Kirin's blood essence absorbed spirit Qi for ten days straight! 

However, this was a divine item after all. In a short period of time, there was almost no change! 

Chen Xiaobei stood by the blood Kirin's side for five hours, which was 300 days. However, the blood 

Kirin's blood essence did not change at all, other than absorbing the spiritual Qi! 

"This can't go on ..." 
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 the blood Kirin's blood is a divine item! Even if we use the sunlight cache to speed it up, the effect will 

be minimal! It's almost impossible to produce the blood Bodhi fruit in a short time!  I have to think of a 

way!" 

[ sect leader Tongtian has sent you a private message! ] 

"Hahaha! There was a message from master! That's great! I'm having a headache! With master's 

guidance, the problem will definitely be solved!" Chen Xiaobei was so excited that he immediately 

opened the private chat. 

The prime of Tongtian, Xiaobei! I just saw your message! Did the somersault cloud level up? 

Chen Xiaobei,"I've already taken care of that!" However, I've encountered an even more troublesome 

matter! 

Sect leader Tongtian,"tell me!" 

Chen Xiaobei: " I found a large spiritual vein and was about to plant the blood Bodhi Divine Tree. But I 

used the sunlight cache to let the blood Kirin's blood absorb spiritual Qi for 300 days, and there was still 

no change!  

"Of course!" Sect leader Tongtian replied. The level of the blood Bodhi was about the same as 

zhenyuanzi's ginseng fruit and Queen Mother's flat peach! 

Sect leader Tongtian: " it takes 3000 years to take root, 3000 years to sprout, 3000 years to form a tree, 

3000 years to bloom, 3000 years to bear fruit, and 3000 years to ripen. It takes a total of 18000 years!  

Tongtian said, " the sunlight cache in your hand is just a replica. It's far inferior to the real sunlight cache 

in fairy chixia's hand. It's not enough to make the blood Bodhi bear fruit in a short time!  

Chen Xiaobei: Eighteen thousand years! That would be 6.57 million days! "Using my sunlight cache will 

take 6.57 million minutes ... Even if I don't stop for a second, I'll have to wait for a full 12 years!!!" 

Sect leader Tongtian thought, " the river of time is endless. For a divine object, billions of years pass in 

the blink of an eye. This amount of time is really insignificant!  

Chen Xiaobei, is there any faster way? I can wait! We can't wait for the immeasurable catastrophe! 

Sect leader Tongtian: " of course I have a way. But it'll be a huge test for you. You'll even have to gamble 

your life!  

Chen Xiaobei: This disciple is not afraid! 

[ sect leader Tongtian: this method, to put it simply, is to upgrade the sunlight cache! ] But to be more 

specific, you have to get three things! 

Chen Xiaobei,"which three?" 

Prime of Tongtian, the divine sand of time! The sun Emperor crystal! The Holy eternal water! These 

three items were all divine items. To obtain any one of them was as difficult as ascending to the 

heavens! 



Chen Xiaobei,"three divine items?" I'm not afraid of difficulties, but the problem is, how can divine items 

exist in the human world? 

Sect leader Tongtian replied,"of course!" Don't forget! The current human world was originally the 

product of the explosion of the last boundless catastrophe! 

[ sect leader Tongtian: before the explosion of the untainted land, the ancient Immortals and gods all 

lived there! ] There were also countless heavenly treasures hidden within! 

Sect leader Tongtian, " although almost all the heavenly materials and earthly treasures in the untainted 

land have been excavated and taken away by our predecessors, there is still a very small part that has 

not been discovered and has been completely left in some corners of the universe with the Big Bang!  

Chen Xiaobei,"so, shizun, you're saying that the three items you mentioned can be found in the human 

world?" 

Sect leader Tongtian,"that's right!" I've calculated that these three divine items are all in the human 

world! As for the exact location, I can't reveal it, or it'll be equivalent to leaking the secrets of heaven 

and the Dao ancestor will blame me! 

Chen Xiaobei-even if shizun didn't say it, I could guess it! Most places in the human world were already 

controlled by various forces, but the three divine items had yet to appear. This meant that no one had 

discovered them yet! 

In other words, these three divine items must be in places that no one has ever set foot in! For example, 

the no man's land in the earthly calamity star sea and the seven forbidden areas in the earth-god Realm! 

Sect leader Tongtian thought,"smart!" Your analysis is completely correct! 

Chen Xiaobei-I understand! He would find a way to start the operation later to find these three divine 

items as soon as possible and upgrade the sunlight cache! 

[ sect leader Tongtian: you must be careful! ] Even a peak earth immortal didn't dare to step into the 

deepest part of the no man's land in the sea of stars and the seven forbidden areas. You must not act 

rashly without sufficient preparation! 

Chen Xiaobei: He would definitely be more careful! However, was the effect of the blood Bodhi worth 

his disciple risking his life for? 

"Sect leader Tongtian: I believe in your ability!" You must also believe in my red packet! Although it was 

harder to make the blood Bodhi mature than to ascend to the heavens, as long as the blood Bodhi was 

fully mature, it could make you ascend to the heavens in a single step! 

Chen Xiaobei: Alright! With Master's words, I have nothing to hesitate about. I will definitely do this with 

my life! 

Sect leader Tongtian,"still the same words, be careful!" 

Chen Xiaobei: 



After exiting the private chat, Chen Xiaobei put away his phone and left the verdant Emperor's divine 

gourd, leaving the sunlight cache for the little weird bugs to continue activating! 

…… 

After five hours, Xiao Bo had already flown back to the atmosphere of the Imperial planet. 

In order not to attract any attention, Chen Xiaobei put the 300-meter-Long Xiao Bo back into the myriad 

Beast Ring, and stepped on the somersault cloud to enter the atmosphere and return to the Imperial 

planet! 

Not long after he returned to the Imperial planet, Chen Xiaobei received a piece of good news."Damn! 

There was movement from the knowing heart Gu! Qin Wuxin and Shen Gongbao have started a dog-eat-

dog fight!" 

…… 

Near the blood-colored Nebula, Qin Wuxin was flying a high-grade aircraft in space. 

"Shen Gongbao, are you f * cking playing with me?" 

In the aircraft, Qin Wuxin was holding his phone and shouting angrily, " "I've worked so hard and didn't 

rest for a day and a night, and I've finally arrived at the place you mentioned, but there's no such planet 

here! I think you don't want to kill Chen Xiaobei anymore!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2329: Using The Same Old Trick 

"How is this possible? I asked a true immortal from the heaven realm to help me calculate the 

bloodspring planet! For this, I even paid a great price! There's no way I'm wrong!" 

Shen Gongbao's angry voice came from the other end of the phone, " "Qin Wuxin! You better not play 

any tricks on me! I've already fulfilled your request! Next, it's your turn to work for me!" 

"F * ck! Shen Gongbao! Do you still have any shame?" 

Qin Wuxin was even angrier.  I've traveled across a trillion miles of galaxies and finally arrived here. I 

asked you to help me find a large-scale spirit vein. In the end, you found nothing for me!  he said. You 

actually have the nerve to ask me to help? You're simply shameless!" 

"Qin Wuxin! I'll say it for the last time! The matter of the bloodspring planet is absolutely true!" 

Shen Gongbao's tone turned cold and he said seriously, " "Don't think that you can do whatever you 

want just because you have Liu xuanxin! If you really piss me off, I'll just break up with you!" 

"Alright! If we're done, then so be it!" Qin Wuxin was still in a fit of anger, so he hung up the phone. 

……………… 

The bloodspring planet. 
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Chen Xiaobei eavesdropped on Qin Wuxin's voice through the use of the intimate Gu. He was 

overjoyed."These two jokers! You've been scheming against me every day! In the end, he was fooled by 

me. He was really stupid! Hahaha ..." 

It was obvious that Shen Gongbao and Qin Wuxin were just using each other, and they didn't trust each 

other at all. 

At this moment, Qin Wuxin thought that he had been tricked, and Shen Gongbao thought that Qin 

Wuxin was playing a trick! They didn't trust each other, and the final result was naturally a conflict. 

This was the result that Chen Xiaobei was most happy to see! 

It would be best if Qin Wuxin and Shen Gongbao had a falling out, and Chen Xiaobei could just sit back 

and reap the benefits! 

But then again, it was basically impossible for the Sandpiper and clam to fight each other. 

That was because the bloodspring planet had really disappeared. After Qin Wuxin and Shen Gongbao 

had a Cold War for a while, the misunderstanding between them would definitely be resolved. They 

would not completely fall out. 

Chen Xiaobei's biggest gain was the time when Qin Wuxin and Shen gongpao were in a Cold War! 

Shen Gongbao and Qin Wuxin's schemes would stop during this period of time. It was Chen Xiaobei's 

safest period of time! 

"I have to hurry up and help Deng junyu deal with quos of the sea god Chamber of Commerce!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself, " "There is a big conspiracy behind Deng Jie Yu's reincarnation. I can't 

catch her by force, as that would only alert the enemy! Only by helping her complete her mission can we 

cast a long line to catch the big fish and find out the final truth!" 

After he calmed down, Chen Xiaobei gave Tian Peng a call and arranged to meet him near happy red 

yard. 

During this time, Tian Peng had been watching happy red yard's situation. He could only watch but not 

play, which made him feel very stifled. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had bought Tian Peng a lot of delicious food with the spiritual stones, which 

satisfied his stomach. 

"Xiaobei! You've finally returned!" 

Tian Peng was holding a bun in his left hand and half a roast chicken in his right. He said as he ate,"Not 

long ago, I saw people from sea God's Chamber of Commerce enter Happy red yard. I called Deng junyu 

and she said that the person had paid a deposit in advance and that quos would definitely come 

tonight!" 

"What a coincidence!" "I was just planning to help Deng Kunyu complete her mission!" Chen Xiaobei 

grinned. It'll be easy if quios comes to me himself!" 



"Then let's go in now! Hide beside Deng Jie Yu and be ready to act at any time!" Tian Peng said 

impatiently. 

"Wait!" "We have to change back to our masks!" Chen Xiaobei said. Otherwise, Deng Jie Yu would not 

recognize us!" 

"If we change back to our original masks, quios will be able to recognize us. Then, he'll definitely come 

back for revenge!" Tian Peng was stunned. 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, " compared to Deng junyu's contract master, quios is just an 

ant! For us, the most important thing is not to reveal our identity in front of Deng Jie Yu. Otherwise, 

once her master is alerted, we will be in a lot of trouble!" 

 I understand, then let's change back to the mask ...  Tian Peng said lazily, " "I hope everything goes well. 

I hate fighting!" 

"You hate fighting?" Chen Xiaobei rolled his eyes."I think you're suffering from laziness." 

 ahem, Xiaobei, you're too much! Why are you telling the truth? " Tian Peng grinned and took a bite of 

the bun on his left and the roasted chicken on his right. He was just short of engraving the words 'lazy 

glutton' on his head. 

…… 

After a period of waiting, the sky gradually darkened. 

On the other hand, the commercial streets of the Imperial planet were brightly lit, opening the prologue 

to the extravagant nightlife. 

"Xiaobei! Quios is here!" 

In a dark alley, Tian Peng was busy eating while keeping an eye on happy red yard. 

 alright, you continue to keep watch here. I'll go in myself!  

 let's go!  Chen Xiaobei ordered. Then, he put on his ghost mask and Nightstalker outfit, and sneaked 

into happy red yard. 

…… 

In the VIP box of happy red courtyard. 

Quios swaggered in with a group of scoundrels. 

Deng Jie Yu then wore a gorgeous long dress and entered the room with a group of brothel ladies with 

heavy makeup. 

Deng junyu took the initiative to go to quios 'side, while the other young ladies each entertained a rich 

young master. 

All of a sudden, the private room was filled with laughter and cheers, it was very lively! 



After three rounds of drinking, this group of rich young masters had eaten and drunk to their hearts 

'content. Their lust was aroused, and they left the private room with their respective girls, each finding a 

place to have fun. 

Naturally, quos was not willing to be left out either. He said with a smile, " "Ruyu! They've all left! Let's 

not stay here any longer! Let's find a place to talk about life and ideals, what do you think?" 

"Young master quios, where are you taking me?" Deng Jie Yu asked with a smile. A hotel room? Or on an 

aircraft?" 

Ques laughed,"fool!" You're so beautiful, how could I let you suffer like that? Of course I'm bringing you 

back to the manor! The bed in my residence is big and soft, and you can unlock 108 positions at will! 

Hehehe ..." 

Deng Jie Yu clucked and punched quios 'chest twice.  "Young master quios! You're so bad ..." 

Quos looked at the charming Deng Jie Yu and instantly exploded."Women don't like bad men! Let's go! 

We'll set off immediately!" 

After that, quios took Deng Kunyu's hand and prepared to leave. 

"Young master quios, please wait!" "There's still some wine left in this pot. Let's drink it before we 

leave!" Deng Jie Yu said with a smile. 

"Wine, I have a lot of it in my residence! You can drink as much as you want! Let's go!" Quios said 

impatiently. 

"No! I just want young master quios to drink the wine here!" Deng Jie Yu said coyly. 

In the corner, Chen Xiaobei saw everything and he could not help but worry."Stupid woman! Why did he 

still use this move? Quios isn't someone to be trifled with!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2330: Seeing Good Water Again 

"Why are you drinking! Hurry up and leave with master! A moment of spring was worth a thousand 

gold! Don't waste your time here!" 

Quos's expression was as anxious as a monkey's. The power of desolation was about to explode, how 

could he have the leisure to drink? 

Deng Jie Yu insisted,"Just one cup! After we're done, we'll leave immediately! I'm begging you! Please!" 

Quios squinted his eyes, and a hint of suspicion flashed across his eyes. His tone turned cold as he said, " 

"Alright! Just one cup!" 

Deng Jie Yu heard this and immediately smiled. She quickly poured a glass of wine for quios and handed 

it over with both hands."Young master quios, please!" 

"You drink first!" Quios narrowed his eyes and said coldly, " "After you finish this cup, I'll drink the next 

one!" 
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 this ...  Deng Jie Yu's expression froze, and her face suddenly became nervous. 

Quios was obviously not stupid. He immediately noticed the change in Deng Jie Yu's expression and 

said,"What's wrong? You keep persuading me to drink, but you refuse to drink? Is there something 

wrong with the wine?" 

"No... I didn't!" "I've been drinking the wine the whole time, what could be wrong with it?" Deng Jie Yu 

said nervously. 

"You're right! I was indeed drinking this wine just now!"  but, " queos said, " when I got up to send my 

friend off, I don't know if anyone did anything to the wine!  

"Young master quios! What do you mean by that? Are you suspecting me?" Deng Jie Yu swallowed her 

saliva, her palms and back were sweating! 

 it's very simple, " queos sneered.  as long as you drink this glass of wine, it will prove that everything is a 

misunderstanding. I will definitely make it up to you! But if you don't drink it, even if I don't want to 

suspect you, I can't!" 

 I ...  Deng Jie Yu was completely flustered. 

This wine was obviously poisoned. Once Deng Jie Yu drank it, he would be completely finished! 

However, if he did not drink it, he would not be able to get past quos no matter what! 

"Men!" Quios 'expression turned cold as he shouted, " "Capture this woman!" 

"Bang!" 

As soon as the voice fell, a middle-aged man in a black suit kicked the door open and strode toward 

Deng Kunyu! 

"Shit! This person's cultivation level is higher than mine!" Deng Jie Yu's face changed and she released 

her primordial spirit domain. She was completely unable to detect the middle-aged man's cultivation! 

This meant that the middle-aged man's cultivation was far above Deng Jie Yu's! 

"Swish!" 

Sure enough, the middle-aged man took a step forward and his body turned into a shadow. His speed 

was so fast that it was difficult to distinguish with the naked eye. Deng Jie Yu wanted to Dodge, but she 

had no time! 

 uh ...  in the blink of an eye, Deng Jie Yu's throat was caught in the hands of the middle-aged man. If the 

middle-aged man wanted to, he could break Deng Jie Yu's neck at any time! 

"B * tch!" Quios shouted angrily. Tell me the truth! Who sent you here! Why did you approach me?" 

Deng Jie Yu's throat was choked and she was almost suffocating. She said with difficulty,"It's a 

misunderstanding ... Young master quos! This is all a misunderstanding ..." 

"Misunderstanding? Do you think this young master is a three-year-old child?" 



Quios said disdainfully,"why don't you go out and ask around!" I've put down at least 80, if not 100, 

women by poisoning their wine! You're actually using this to deal with me? He's so stupid!" 

 this ...  Deng Jie Yu was completely dumbfounded. She had thought that her plan was flawless, but she 

did not expect that quios, this good-for-nothing rich kid, had much more experience in poisoning wine 

than her. He had seen through her plan immediately! 

"I'll give you one last chance!" Queos grinned. Tell me your origin and purpose! Otherwise, I'll let you 

have a taste of a life that will make you wish you were dead!" 

 you ... What are you going to do to me ...  Deng Jie Yu said nervously. 

"What are you doing? Hehe ..." 

Quios laughed,"this young master just happened to obtain some of the legendary obedient water!" As 

long as I let you drink one drop, this young master can do whatever he wants to you. Not only will you 

not resist, but you will also fully cooperate with this young master!" 

 good water!?  Deng Jie Yu was shocked. You can't do this to me!" 

"Hehe! You are already my prisoner! Whether you can or can't, it's not up to you!" 

Quios laughed,"if you tell me your Background and Purpose now, I'll play with you myself!" If you don't 

tell me! When I'm done playing, I'll throw you into the slave cave and let the lowest and dirtiest slaves 

play with you!" 

 I ...  Deng Jie Yu's face was filled with despair. She wanted to die as soon as she thought of the terrible 

end. 

However, she had already signed a soul contract and was 100% loyal to the master of the contract! 

She could only act according to her contract master's orders. Unless she received permission from her 

contract master, she could not even decide to commit suicide! 

"Are you going to tell me or not?" 

Quos's eyes widened and he shouted angrily, " "This is the last time I'm asking you! I advise you not to 

test my patience!" 

 I ...  Deng Jie Yu was in complete despair. 

She would never betray the master of the contract, and at the same time, she had no right to commit 

suicide. What awaited her would be an extremely tragic end! 

For a woman, there was nothing more tragic than that! 

"It looks like you'd rather be crawled by hundreds of people and slept with thousands of people than 

answer this young master's question?" "If that's the case, then I'll have to let you have a taste of my 

obedient water!" Quios said viciously. 

 No... Don't ah ...  Deng Jie Yu's body trembled, and she mournfully wailed: "Help! Who can save me ... 

Help ..." 



"Ha, what a stupid woman!" 

 this is the VIP box of the happy red yard, " quios said disdainfully.  no one will come to save you even if 

you shout yourself hoarse!  

"Young master, do you want me to leave?" The middle-aged man asked. 

"No need!"  just watch from the side, " quios laughed shamelessly.  when I'm done, you'll take the 

second shot!  

Hearing this, the middle-aged man also smiled.  "This girl's pretty! Thank you for your gift, seventh 

young master!" 

As the saying goes, the upper beam is not straight, the lower beam is crooked! With a beast-like young 

master like quios, his subordinates were naturally not good people either! 

 help ... Help ...  Deng Jie Yu wailed again and again. Her eyes were red, and tears could not stop flowing. 

"Scream! Scream! The louder you scream, the more excited I get!" Quios laughed and took out a small 

bottle, ready to pour a drop of water for Deng Jie Yu to drink. 

"What?" Just then, the middle-aged man's body suddenly trembled. 

"What's wrong with you?" Quios asked, frowning. 

"Nothing much? It's just that my back is a little itchy!" The middle-aged man said. 

"Grab this girl! Don't let her hurt me!" Quios poured the obedient water into a glass and brought it over 

personally. 

"Young master, don't worry! This girl won't be able to do anything in my hands!" The middle-aged man 

said. 

 No... Don't ...  Deng Jie Yu's throat was clutched by the other party, and she was completely unable to 

struggle. Seeing the glass of wine being brought to her mouth, her mind was about to collapse! 

"Swish!" 

But! At this moment! A beam of vital essence shot from the door and shattered quos 'wine glass! 

"Young master, be careful! Hide behind me!" The middle-aged man immediately became alert. 

"It's you!" 

Quios and Deng junyu turned to look at the same time and saw Chen Xiaobei walking into the room. 

With a frivolous smile on his face, Chen Xiaobei said, " "I'm sorry, I accidentally broke your glass! Where 

did he buy the obedient water in his cup? I'll buy it and return it to you later!" 


